
Operating through a combination of intention and accident, 
McVeigh’s new work has a vivid immediacy which celebrates 
the potential of the medium to suggest, rather than define, 
possible readings. In a series of large-scale monoprints,  
the black acrylic, rich and tactile in its material presence,  
is coaxed into yielding interpretations that refuse to settle. 
Through a combination of drawing, gesture and chance,  
the works pulse with a vital, contagious energy, oscillating 
between abstraction and figuration.

In the collages, this fertile indeterminacy keeps the viewer 
busy through a free association of word and image, untethered 
from their source and made to speak in tongues. Also showing 
are works on found paper. McVeigh isolates pages from 
sources such as sailing manuals, old encyclopaedias and  
book keeping ledgers and assaults them with drawing or 
mark-making, prompting dialogues through obliteration  
and accretion.

At first glance, the pieces may appear simple in their resonant 
immediacy but are, in fact, remarkably complex. McVeigh’s 
practice involves instinctively creating ‘in the moment’, 
responding to and activating the materials at hand through 
cutting, pasting, drawing, tearing and painting. The apparently 
austere colour scheme further reinforces the impact and 
physicality of the work.

 Whitney McVeigh, curated by Sotiris Kyriacou, will  
coincide with Frieze Art Fair. A catalogue with text by  
JJ Charlesworth will accompany the exhibition. 

McVeigh’s work is currently on show at the NY Arts Pavilion  
at the 53rd Venice Biennale until 22 November.

Whitney McVeigh will feature in a new BBC4 documentary 
presented by Gus Casely-Hayford, scheduled to transmit in 
Autumn 2009. Artists include Sir Anthony Caro, Grayson Perry, 
Michael Landy, Zarina Bhimji and Cornelia Parker.

Notes to editors
Born in New York and resident in London, Whitney McVeigh
has travelled extensively for her work, with significant
periods spent in Europe, India and China, where she was
artist in residence with NY Arts in their Beijing space.
In 2006 she attended the Salon of Louise Bourgeois in
New York where she gave a talk about her current work.
She has exhibited in the UK and internationally in both solo
and group exhibitions. In 2008 McVeigh exhibited with
Saatchi Online at Form Art Fair and in Concrete and Glass
(curated by Flora Fairbairn). Whitney McVeigh was
recently nominated for the Sovereign European Art Prize
by Rebecca Wilson, Head of Development and Editor,
Saatchi Online.
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A Foundation is delighted to present 
a solo exhibition of new work by the 
American-born artist Whitney McVeigh. 
Set in the cavernous first floor space 
of A Foundation’s Rochelle School in 
Shoreditch, East London, the exhibition 
will showcase a selection of monoprints, 
collages and works on found paper.

A Foundation is a registered charity (Charity Number 1098692) A Foundation 
was founded in 1998 by James Moores to facilitate the creation of the 
Liverpool Biennial. In 2006, A Foundation opened two new spaces in London 
and Liverpool. A Foundation Liverpool is a 2500msq renovation of three former 
industrial buildings and the largest private gallery in the UK outside of 
London; A Foundation London, known colloquially as Rochelle School, is  
home to a thriving community of artists and designers, as well as the 
renowned Rochelle Canteen.



Untitled IX, 2009 
Acrylic monoprint on paper, 122cm 153cm        

Untitled III, 2009 
Acrylic monoprint on paper, 122cm 153cm    
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The Physics of Music, 2009 
Collage on found paper, 25.5cm 19cm

Old Woman II, 2009 
Pen on found paper, 25cm 18cm

How Beautiful the World Is, 2009 
Collage on found paper, 21cm 13cm

Knots and Splices (Triptych), 2009 
Etching ink monoprint on found paper, 21cm 13.5cm
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